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Introduction 

 
Background  
In keeping with ICRAF’s global research priority of climate change mitigation and adaptation, the 
World Agroforestry Centre (ICRAF) has now undertaken to assess its GHG every year. In April 
2011, CAMCO, a private company, assisted ICRAF with the first carbon footprint assessment. From 
there, the Centre is now monitoring, targeting and reducing its carbon emissions. This 2012 
carbon footprint will be compared to the 2011 report. 
 
Assessment Scope  
This assessment quantified the emissions associated with the operational activities at ICRAF’s 
headquarters in Nairobi for a one-year period, January 1st to December 31st, 2012. The 2012 
boundary of the operational activities associated with ICRAF’s headquarters for calendar year 2012 
is shown in the figure below: 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Legend:  
Emission-producing activities within boundary  

 
Emission-producing activities outside boundary  

 

Assessment boundary 
 

 
 

Figure 1: Assessment boundaries 

 
International ground transport has been excluded from the scope of the GHG emissions 
assessment. National deliveries have not been taken into account as well as all the activities of the 
outsourced company Coconut Ltd. The assessment methodology followed the reporting principles 
and guidelines provided by the World Business Council for Sustainable Development’s and World 
Resources Institute’s (WBCSD/WRI) Greenhouse Gas Protocol, and ISO 14064.   
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Scope 1 

•Premises fossil fuel 
consumption 

•Company-owned 
vehicles 

•Refrigerant gas losses 

•Premises waste 
incineration (no heat 
recovery) 

•Employee commuting 

Scope 2 

•Purchased electricity 
consumption 

Scope 3 

•Water consumption 

•International business 
travels (by air) 

•Local business travels 
(by air and road) 

•Deliveries (international 
air freights) 

•Contactor-owned 
vehicles 

•Waste disposal to landfill 

•Hotel stays 

1- GHG assessment methodology 

 
1.1  General Procedure  
The assessment methodology follows the reporting principles and guidelines provided by the World 
Business Council for Sustainable Development’s and World Resources Institute’s (WBCSD/WRI) 
Greenhouse Gas Protocol. 
The assessment takes into account the six GHGs covered by the Kyoto Protocol (carbon dioxide 
(CO2), methane (CH4), nitrous oxide (N2O), sulphur hexafluoride (SF6), perfluorocarbons (PFCs) 
and hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs).  
 
1.2  Operational Assessment Boundary – ICRAF  
 
For the 2012 carbon footprint, the assessment boundaries are the same as for the 2011 
assessment, making them comparable: the same activities have been taken into account.  
 

Table 1: Summary of the operational boundaries for 2012 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
1.3  Reporting Approach  
The same pragmatic approach has been adopted for the 2012 assessment and calculations: the 
carbon footprint is not based on direct measurements of emissions, but on estimates of material 
and energy consumption (principally weight or volume of fuel, but also weight or volume of waste) 
from which the quantification of emissions can be derived by the application of relevant conversion 
factors (i.e. amount of CO2e produced per unit of fuel consumed).  
 
The validity of all estimates depends on the accuracy, relevance and completeness of the data 
provided by key informants working at ICRAF and on the emission and conversion factors used. 
The assumptions used are still the same than in 2011 as well as conversion factors. 
 
The precautionary principle is still guiding the whole assessment. Where there is any doubt about 
activities undertaken, or where there is a choice of published figures available for calculating 
greenhouse gas emissions, a conservative 'worst case' scenario is assumed, unless otherwise 
specified.  
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1.4  Emissions Factors  
The same emissions factors have been used for this 2012 carbon footprint (sources: IPCC; 
‘Guidelines to Defra’s Greenhouse Gas Conversion Factors for Company Reporting’ published by 
the UK government (Defra 2010) and ‘Greenhouse Gas Protocol: A Corporate Accounting and 
Reporting Standard – Revised Edition’ published by the WBCSD (WBCSD 2004)). The CO2, N2O 
and CH4 emission factors for electricity were derived from International Energy Agency (IEA). 
Electricity emission factors were sourced from the IEA and are based on local electricity 
generation. For the full set of emissions factors used and their sources, see Appendix II.  
 
Methane and nitrous oxide can make a significant contribution to total emissions depending on the 
fuel and the combustion technology. Emission factors for these activities are derived from the IPCC 
(2006) methodology and IEA (2008) where appropriate. The emissions associated with recycled 
waste are zero. 
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2- Data sources and Quality - Assumptions 

 
The collection of the data, upon which the emissions calculations were based, was coordinated by 
Audrey Chenevoy.  
 
Where preferred data was missing, estimates were made based upon the information provided.  
The fundamental assumption underlying the assessment is that all data provided by ICRAF 
personnel was accurate and complete. The following specific assumptions were used in the 
operational assessment:  
 

Table 2: Example of ICRAF's assumptions relating to the 2012 carbon footprint 

Calculation section  Assumptions made  

Contractor-owned vehicles  
 

 ICRAF assumes that the wastewater truck used to transport waste-
water is the same as a typical Nairobi waste-water removal truck 
(10000L).  

 ICRAF assumes that the total capacity of the wastewater truck is 
used per trip  

 ICRAF assumes that the distance covered by the effluent removal 
truck was estimated to be the round trip distance from ICRAF’s 
premises to Nairobi’s waste-water disposal site (116km round trip) 

Business travel - Local  
 

 ICRAF assumes the distance covered by Bunson’s taxi services 
provider is equivalent to that of Covenant taxi service provider.  

 

The assumptions used in the calculations are detailed in Appendix 1. 

The emissions factors are given in Appendix 2. 
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3- Results 

 
During the assessment period 2012, ICRAF calculated that the GHG emissions arising from 
operations at ICRAF’s headquarters amounted to 2,790.1 tCO2e. Figure 2 below shows a summary 
of ICRAF’s footprint by general activity. A detailed breakdown of ICRAF’s emissions is shown in 
figure 3 and table 3. 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: GHG emissions (tCO2e) by general activity 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3: Responsibility of each main category in the carbon footprint 
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17% 

11% 

72% 

Scope 1 Scope 2 Scope 3

Table 3: GHG emissions broke down in smaller categories 

Source of emissions Total CO2e (t/yr) Proportion of total CO2e (%) 

Electricity 297.6 10.7 

Generator 133.7 4.8 

Water 7.6 0.3 

Wastes 42.9 1.5 

Company-owned vehicles 15.0 0.5 

Contractor vehicles - LVG diesel 11.6 0.4 

Mail deliveries 7.9 0.3 

Ground mission travels 114.3 4.1 

Flights - Domestic 59.4 2.1 

Flights - Shorthaul 200.3 7.2 

Flights - Longhaul 1346.7 48.3 

Hotel stays 267.7 9.6 

Individual commuting 285 10.2 

 TOTAL 2790.1 100 

 
Using the WBCSD/WRI protocol, table 4 shows a calculation of ICRAF’s emissions by scope. 

 
Table 4: GHG emissions by scope 

Scope Emissions (tCO2e/yr) Proportion of total emissions 

Scope 1 484.5 17 

Scope 2 297.6 
 

11 

Scope 3 2008.0 
 

72 

  2790.1 100% 

 
 
 

Figure 4: Illustration of GHG emissions by scope 
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Analysis 

 
4.1  Data quality  
Data collection is one of the most important parts of a GHG assessment. As such, it is essential to 
ensure that data quality is as high and as complete as possible; and that all the activities that need 
to be included in the chosen assessment boundary are accounted for.  
Table 5 below is a detailed analysis of the data provided by ICRAF. 
 

Table 5: Data quality 

Category Source 
Data 

provided 
Comments 

General info 

Area  Good 

Number of employees 

Only regular staff (students, 

consultants and temporary staff have 
been excluded) 

Energy 

Electricity  Very good 

Generators  Very Good 

Gas  ICRAF is not using LPG 

Water 
Water consumption  Good 

Waste-Water  Good 

Company-owned 
vehicles 

Company owned vehicles 
(petrol cars) 

 Very good 

Company owned vehicles 
(LGV) 

 Very good 

Commuting 
Employee commuting - 

Survey 
 Good 

Contractor owned 

vehicles 

Effluent removal truck  Good 

Buses  Very good 

Potable water supply e 
We estimated that ICRAF’s bottles are 
taking 50% of the volume of the car 

Bins removal e 
We estimated that ICRAF’s wastes are 

taking 50% of the volume of the truck 

Mission travels 

Taxis (Local)  
Quite good – Covenant has been 

taken into account 

Bus, Coach, Train etc. 
Extremely problematic – was excluded 
from the assessment 

Air Travel  Good - Data from Bunson agency 

Hotel stays 

Extremely problematic – Assumption 

that a staff spend 4 night everytime 

he/she travels by flight 

Deliveries Deliveries (international)  

Distance between airports website 
has been used to get the distances 

between ICRAF and the destination. 
Weight was well recorded 
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Category Source 
Data 

provided 
Comments 

Waste 
Non-recycled wastes e Survey during one week 

Incinerated wastes e Can be easily recorded 

Refrigerants gas 
losses 

Air-conditionning  Good 

Walk-in refrigerators  Good 

Fire extinguishers  Good 

=Complete ; =Not provided ; e=Estimates

 

On the whole the data provided by ICRAF was comprehensive and was obtained from primary 
sources. A few of the data categories needed to be estimated as there was no actual data 
available. The data collection system has been improved and data are more accurate this year 
round. 
 
 
4.2  GHG emissions  
Scope 3 emissions account for 72% of total emissions at ICRAF’s headquarters, and from the 
scope 3, the largest emission source is the mission travels.  
Emissions from business travel (flights, hotel stays and taxis) accounted for over 71% of ICRAF HQ 
total’s carbon footprint. Air travel alone, was responsible for close to 57.6% of ICRAF’s total 
emissions. 
Other indirect emissions in scope 3 including the use of contracted services, mail deliveries, water 
consumption and landfill waste disposal accounted for only 2.5% of the emissions profile. 
 
Scope 1 emissions accounted for only 17% of the total emissions. Emissions sources included the 
use of diesel generators and other stationary sources, the use of company-owned vehicles, 
refrigerants gas losses, waste incineration onsite, and individual commuting.  
 
Scope 2 emissions associated with imported electricity accounted for only 11% of total emissions; 
this is normal that electricity account for quite important proportion of the footprint, especially 
considering the electricity emissions factor for Kenya is in the mid to high range and that ICRAF is 
undertaking a lot of experimentations in the labs, using machines that consume a lot of electricity.  
 
Normalizing GHG emissions by employee numbers or floor area, among others, is useful for 
comparing GHG emissions annually and can be used to some extent for comparison with other 
organizations.  
In 2012, the Centre counted 257 employees (including regular staff, temporary staff, consultants 
and interns); on a per-employee basis, ICRAF’s emissions were quantified as 10.8 tCO2e per 
employee in 2012. Emissions per floor area were also quantified as roughly 0.8 tons of CO2e/m2 
for a total of 3415m2.  
 
 
4.3  Trends 2011-2012  
 
In Nairobi, the amount of carbon emissions arising from the Head Quarters operation activities in 
2011 was 2611 tCO2e. 
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Between 2011 and 2012, ICRAF HQ’s carbon footprint has increased by 179 tons which 
represents a growth of roughly 7%. This increase was majorly due to a significant increase of the 
number of long-haul flights. However, during the same time, ICRAF HQ has seen his total budget 
increase as well but very much less (1%). It is interesting to see that the carbon footprint is not 
correlated much to the budget. 

But even with an increase of the total carbon footprint, HQ has still managed to reduce its per-
capita carbon footprint from 13.1 in 2011, to 10.8 in 2012. This means that even if ICRAF is 
growing in terms of number of staff, the carbon footprint is not growing proportionally but slower. 
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Appendix 1: Assumptions 

 

Category of 
emissions 

Source Assumptions 

General 
information 

Area 
Total premises floor area (excluding tenants, corridors and 
common areas) 

Number of employee 
Total number of employees (including regular staff, students, 

consultants and temporary staff). Excluding hosted institutions 

Energy 
Generators Diesel consumption  of the generator = 26 gallons/hour 

Incinerator (Diesel) Each time the incinerator is used, it consumes 20L of diesel 

Water 

Nairobi water 
company 

Emissions associated with water processing in Kenya are 
equivalent to those reported by SCLCI. 

Potable Water 
(Grange Park) 

1 big bottle = 18,9L 

Waste/Water septic 

The total capacity of the wastewater truck is used per trip. 

Total capacity of the wastewater removal truck (10000L). 

Emissions associated with wastewater processing in Kenya is 

equivalent to those in the UK. 

Round trip distance covered by wastewater truck: 58 km/single 

trip 

Waste Landfill 
Calculation of the weight of each bin bag of a typical week 

Number of working weeks = 46 

Company owned 
vehicles 

Petrol car 

Emissions from ICRAF's petrol cars are equivalent to those from 
an average domestic US petrol car. 

ICRAF's petrol vehicles contain an oxidation catalyst for the 

purposes of CH4 & N2O emissions calculations. 

Contractor's 
owned vehicles 

Drinkable water 

(Usafi) 

The space occupied by ICRAF's bottles is 65% of the total space 

of the car 

Bins Ltd ICRAF's wastes occupies 50% of the total volume of the truck 

Waste/water removal 
The wastewater truck used to transport wastewater is the same 
as a typical Nairobi wastewater truck 

Courrier (Skynet, 

DHL, TNT, G4S) 

Vehicles from the courier companies are using petrol 

Each courier company comes to ICRAF once per day (Office => 

ICRAF => Office) 

Individual 
commuting 

Petrol/Diesel cars, 

Motorbike, Matatu, 
Staff bus 

All staff getting their car insurance through ICRAF were 

contacted. They provided the area where they live and the 

distance to ICRAF 

The buses used by ICRAF are equivalent to an average US bus. 

Mail deliveries 

Out-going mail 

(Postage) 

The weight of each letters/parcel sent has been estimated via the 

costs guidelines used by the Mail Office 

Out-going mail 
(Couriers) 

Distances between Nairobi and the capital of the recipient country 
have been estimated via Google Map (www.distancefromto.net) 

Business travels 

Ground travels (taxi - 
Kenya) 

Price/km with Covenant: 41.75 KSh/km. We found the distance 
with the total invoices 

Hotel stays 

(domestic) We assumed that every staff travelling by plane spend an average 

of 4 nights in a hotel Hotel stays 
(international) 



Appendix 2: Emission factors 

 

GLOBAL WARMING POTENTIALS   FACTOR SOURCE OF INFORMATION 

Global warming potential CO2   1 (IPCC 2007) 

Global warming potential (in CO2 equivalents) of CH4:   25 (IPCC 2007) 

Global warming potential (in CO2 equivalents) of N2O:   298 (IPCC 2007) 

Global warming potential (in CO2 equivalents) of R22:   1700 (www.engineeringtoolbox.com) 

Global warming potential (in CO2 equivalents) of R134a:   1300 (www.engineeringtoolbox.com) 

        

DIESEL EMISSION FACTORS STATIONARY SOURCES   FACTOR SOURCE OF INFORMATION 

CO2 emissions for diesel:   74100 kg CO2/TJ (IPCC 2006) 

CH4 emissions for stationary combustion of diesel:   3.00 kg CH4/TJ (IPCC 2006) 

N2O emissions for stationary combustion of diesel:   0.600 kg N2O/TJ (IPCC 2006) 

        

NATURAL GAS EMISSION FACTOR STATIONARY SOURCE       

CO2 emissions for diesel:   56100 kg CO2/TJ (IPCC 2006) 

CH4 emissions for stationary combustion of Natural Gas:   5 kg CH4/TJ (IPCC 2006) 

N2O emissions for stationary combustion of Natural Gas:   0.100 kg N2O/TJ (IPCC 2006) 

        

LPG EMISSION FACTOR STATIONARY SOURCE       

CO2 emissions for LPG:   63100 kg CO2/TJ (IPCC 2006) 

CH4 emissions for stationary combustion of LPG:   5 kg CH4/TJ (IPCC 2006) 

N2O emissions for stationary combustion of LPG:   0.100 kg N2O/TJ (IPCC 2006) 

        

DIESEL EMISSION FACTORS MOBILE SOURCES   FACTOR SOURCE OF INFORMATION 

CO2 emissions for diesel vehicles:    74100 kg CO2/TJ (IPCC 2006) 

CH4 emissions for diesel vehicles:   3.900 kg CH4/TJ (IPCC 2006) 

N2O emissions for diesel vehicles:   3.900 kg N2O/TJ (IPCC 2006) 
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PETROL/GASOLINE EMISSION FACTORS MOBILE SOURCES   FACTOR SOURCE 

CO2 emissions for petrol vehicles:   69300 kg CO2/TJ (IPCC 2006) 

CH4 emissions for petrol vehicles:   25 kg CH4/TJ (IPCC 2006) 

N2O emissions for petrol vehicles:   8 kg N2O/TJ (IPCC 2006) 

        

AIR TRAVEL    FACTOR SOURCE 

Average CO2 emissions for domestic flights:   0.165 kg CO2/pass.km (Defra 2012) 

Average CH4 emissions for domestic flights:   4.76E-06 kg CH4/pass.km (derived from Defra 2012) 

Average N2O emissions for domestic flights:   5.26E-06 kg N2O/pass.km (derived from Defra 2012) 

        

CO2 emissions for short-haul flights (economy):   0.090 kg CO2/pass.km (Defra 2012) 

CH4 emissions for short-haul flights(economy):   4.76E-07 kg CH4/pass.km (derived from Defra 2012) 

N2O emissions for short-haul flights(economy):   2.84E-06 kg N2O/pass.km (derived from Defra 2012) 

        

CO2 emissions for short-haul flights (business):   0.135 kg CO2/pass.km (Defra 2012) 

CH4 emissions for short-haul flights(business):   4.76E-07 kg CH4/pass.km (derived from Defra 2012) 

N2O emissions for short-haul flights(business):   4.29E-06 kg N2O/pass.km (derived from Defra 2012) 

        

Average CO2 emissions for short-haul flights:   0.09429 kg CO2/pass.km (Defra 2012) 

Average CH4 emissions for short-haul flights:   4.76E-07 kg CH4/pass.km (derived from Defra 2012) 

Average N2O emissions for short-haul flights:   3.00E-06 kg N2O/pass.km (derived from Defra 2012) 

        

CO2 emissions for long-haul flights(economy):   0.079 kg CO2/pass.km (Defra 2012) 

CH4 emissions for long-haul flights(economy):   4.7619E-07 kg CH4/pass.km (derived from Defra 2012) 

N2O emissions for long-haul flights(economy):   2.52E-06 kg N2O/pass.km (derived from Defra 2012) 

        

CO2 emissions for long-haul flights(business):   0.228 kg CO2/pass.km (Defra 2012) 

CH4 emissions for long-haul flights(business):   4.76E-07 kg CH4/pass.km (derived from Defra 2012) 

N2O emissions for long-haul flights(business):   7.26E-06 kg N2O/pass.km (derived from Defra 2012) 
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Average CO2 emissions for long-haul flights:   0.108 kg CO2/pass.km (Defra 2012) 

Average CH4 emissions for long-haul flights:   4.76E-07 kg CH4/pass.km (derived from Defra 2012) 

Average N2O emissions for long-haul flights:   0.000003 kg N2O/pass.km (derived from Defra 2012) 

        

AIR FREIGHT   FACTOR SOURCE 

CO2 emissions for short-haul freights:   1.229 kg CO2/tonne.km (Defra 2012) 

CH4 emissions for short-haul freight:   3.33E-06 kg CH4/tonne.km (derived from Defra 2012) 

N2O emissions for short-haul flights:   3.90E-05 kg N2O/tonne.km (derived from Defra 2012) 

        

CO2 emissions for long-haul freights:   0.635 kg CO2/tonne.km (Defra 2012) 

CH4 emissions for long-haul freights:   1.90E-06 kg CH4/tonne.km (derived from Defra 2012) 

N2O emissions for long-haul freights:   2.02E-05 kg N2O/tonne.km (derived from Defra 2012) 

        

NET CALORIFIC VALUES OF FUELS   FACTOR SOURCE 
Net calorific value Natural gas   48 TJ/Gg (IPCC 2006) 

Net calorific value LPG   47.300 TJ/Gg (IPCC 2006) 

Net calorific value petrol   44.300 TJ/Gg (IPCC 2006) 

Net calorific value diesel   43 TJ/Gg (IPCC 2006) 

        

FUEL DENSITIES   FACTOR SOURCE 

Density of Natural gas   0.700 kg/m
3
 (Engineeringtoolbox.com) 

Density of LPG   550 
kg/m

3
 (European Council of Automotve R&D-

2007) 

Density of Petrol   737.22 kg/m
3
 (http://www.simetric.co.uk) 

Density of Diesel   885 kg/m3 (http://www.simetric.co.uk) 

        

OTHER COVERSION FACTORS   FACTOR SOURCE 
Conversion of gallons to litres:   3.785 litres/gallon  

Conversion of miles to Kilometres:   1.609 km/mile 

Convert TJ to kWh:   277777.778 kWh/TJ 

Convert kWh to litres of Natural gas:   11.130 kWh/m
3
 (Carbon Trust 2011) 
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Convert kWh to litres of LPG:   7.080 kWh/litre (Carbon Trust 2011) 

Convert kWh to litres of Petrol:   9.420 kWh/litre (Carbon Trust 2011) 

Convert kWh to litres of Diesel:   10.890 kWh/litre (Carbon Trust 2011) 

Convert kWh to tonnes of LPG:   13667.000 kWh/tonne (Carbon Trust 2011) 

        

ELECTRICITY CONSUMPTION       

CO2 emissions for electricity – Kenya:    0.274 t CO2/MWh (IEA 2012) 

CH4 emissions for electricity - Kenya:   0.016 kg CH4/MWh (derived from IEA 2012) 

N2O emissions for electricity - Kenya:   0.003 kg N2O/MWh (derived from IEA 2012) 

        

CO2 emissions for electricity - T&D losses - Kenya:    0.073 kg CO2/kWh (derived from IEA 2012) 

CH4 emissions for electricity - T&D losses - Kenya:   0.0000029 kg CH4/kWh (derived from IEA 2012) 

N2O emissions for electricity - T&D losses - Kenya:   0.0000006 kg N2O/kWh (derived from IEA 2012) 

        

EFFICIENCY   FACTOR SOURCE 
Fuel efficiency for buses:   6.900 mpg (www.bts.gov) 

Motorcycle efficiency   0.065 litres/km 

Fuel efficiency for heavy goods vehicles:   0.310 litres/km (www.iea.org) 

Fuel efficiency for light goods vehicle:   0.110 litres/km (http://oee.nrcan-rncan.gc.ca) 

Fuel efficiency for passenger vehicles:    10 km/litre (IPCC 2006) 

Fuel efficiency for light duty trucks (van):   0.140 litres/km (http://oee.nrcan-rncan.gc.ca) 

Uplift factor (for aircrafts/earoplanes):   1.090 (Defra 2009) 

        

HOTEL STAYS   FACTOR SOURCE 

CO2 emissions for hotel accommodation (world average): 
  

26.700 kg CO2/room/night (derived from CIBSE 2012, 
Defra 2008 and IEA 2012) 

        

WATER        

CO2 emissions for water consumption:   0.0003 kg CO2/litre of water (SCLCI 2009, #2288) 

CH4 emissions for water consumption:   0.0000007 kg CH4/litre of water (SCLCI 2009, #2288) 

N2O emissions for water consumption:   7.74E-09 kg N2O/litre of water (SCLCI 2009, #2288) 

GHG emissions for wastewater processing:   0.709 kg CO2e /m
3
 of wastewater (Defra 2012) 
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WASTE   FACTOR SOURCE 

CO2e emissions from waste incineration:    0.415 tCO2/t waste (IPCC 2002) 

Methane emitted from landfilled compactable waste:   0.065 tCH4/t waste (derived: see below) 

Recycled waste   0   

        

ASSUMPTIONS        
        

DIESEL CONSUMPTION - MOBILE SOURCES        

Camco assumes that the vehicle used for the removal of waste-water fall within the range of 9 to 25 tonnes.   
Camco assumes that the buses used by ICRAF are equivalent to an average US 
bus.       

        

PETROL CONSUMPTION  - MOBILE SOURCES        

Camco assumes that ICRAF passenger vehicles and light duty truck use petrol.       

Camco assumes that ICRAF petrol vehicles contain an oxidation catalyst for the purposes of CH4 & N2O emissions calculations. 

Camco assumes that emissions from company-owned petrol cars are equivalent to those from an average domestic US petrol car.  

        

REFRIGERANT       

Camco assumes that R34 refrigerant is equivalent to R134a refrigerant       

        

WATER       

Camco assumes that the emissions associated with water processing in Kenya are equivalent to those reported by SCLCI. 

Camco assumes that the emissions associated with wastewater processing in Kenya are equivalent to those in the UK. 

Camco assumes that, the average density of waste is 99 kg/m
3
 in an instance where waste is measured in m3 (HSL 2002) 

        

WASTE DISPOSAL       

Methane generated from landfilled compactable waste:   0.072 tCH4/t waste (see below) 

        

Camco assumes the average waste per bin bag as:   20 kg/bin bag 

        
To calculate carbon emissions from compactable waste the following parameters were 
used:     
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Degradable organic C content (DOC) of typical MSW (doc):   0.18 (Smith et al 2001) 

Carbon content of paper and card is equivalent to DOC content       

Proportion of dissimilable DOC (di):   0.6 (Brown et al 1999) 

Proportion of dissimilable DOC decaying to methane (dm):   0.5 (IPCC 2006) 

Methane oxidation factor (ox):   0.1 (Brown et al 1999) 

Average landfill gas collection efficiency for Kenya landfills (gc):   0 (IPCC 2001) 

        

Global warming potential (in CO2 equivalents) of CH4:   25 (IPCC 2007) 

        

Notes       

CH4 generated (mg) = mass x doc x dm x di x 16/12       

CH4 emitted = mg x (1-gc) x (1-ox)       

16/12 is the conversion factor carbon to CH4       

44/12 is the conversion factor carbon to CO2       

        


